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What happens when you bring together one of the most inspirational spiritual teachers of all time

and the Master Sages of the Universe? A magical, insightful, invigorating encounter you will never

forget! Before a live audience in Anaheim, California, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer sits down with Esther

Hicks and the wise Collective Consciousness known as Abraham. Wayne asks all the questions he

has accumulated from his more than 40 years of teaching others about self-reliance and

self-discovery, and Abraham delivers the answers we all need to hear. While Wayne and Esther

have been friends for years, this is the first time that he engages with Abraham in an extended

dialogue about life's many lessons and perplexing questions. Experience this extraordinary meeting

of the minds for yourself!
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Two of my favorite teachers come together in a question-and-answer format. I've followed Abraham

for years and I can never get enough of hearing their explanation of the questions of life. My journey

in discovering the law of attraction took many years and I've studied many prospectives and I've

found Abraham's to be clear and consistent. I've long stopped concerning myself with where the

message is coming from and learned to tune into the message and every aspect of my life has

improved as a result.I recommend this book for anyone searching for the truth behind the LOA

"movement". I've found most of the other material has been so scrubbed for mainstream

consumption that it is virtually meaningless. I'm a skeptic but I know there's more to life than what

we see--we all do--and the search for answers comes naturally to any intelligent person.For me, I



enjoyed hearing Abraham's message given as answers to Dr. Dyer's very thoughtful questions. A

very good read, I wish it were longer!

If you are new to Abraham and/or really like Wayne Dyer, you will probably enjoy this book ...

otherwise, I wouldn't recommend it. Wayne Dyer seems to spend a lot of time tooting his own horn

about all he has read/written, and Abraham's answers are truncated versions of what you can find

on the web or in their books. I'm sure it was a worthwhile conversation for the two of them, and the

information will undoubtedly show up in Dyer's upcoming talks/books -- but if you're a real Abraham

student, you will probably want to skip this.

This was a quick little read. I give 3 stars only because I feel like the information in the book is the

same content available for free on Youtube ( as Ive found with "Estherham's" other books) I feel like

the exchange that comprised this book could have just been sold as a CD or made available online

with everything else. I think that those who are familiar with the teachings of Abraham will not find

much of anything new in this book. 'Abraham' even tells the story about the blue glass, butterflies

and feather; a story they have told over and over in the seminars.However, someone who is brand

new to the Hicks books/seminars may find this book totally fascinating.

If you are new to Abraham, this is a great book filled with basic info, however, if you have listened to

any of the Abraham CDs or Youtube clips, or have any of the other books, you will find there is

nothing new presented in this book. I was disappointed.

I listened to the Audio book today and it's Awesome! I will definitely listen to it again. I have told a

few people to purchase the book or Audio. The candid conversations between Abraham and Dr.

Dyer are beautiful reminders of the infinite possibilities. I am flying on the high disc!

The idea of Dr. Wayne Dyer and Abraham-Hicks coming together was a great idea. The questions

asked and the answers given were spot on. I devoured this book in one sitting. I will read it again

and pass it on to someone who is ready to receive these answers.

You know, if I had a chance to speak face to face with Abraham I would let them speak. I'd ask my

question really quickly and clearly and shut up my mouth and listen. In this interview they almost

have to cut him off to get a word in. Dr. Dyer takes up to much time in this conversation arguing for



his stories. And most of the time he's got it a bit off, so then Abraham so nicely puts us back on

course...do yourself a favor and listen to Oprah's interview with Esther Hicks and Abraham. Its far

more balanced and I got to hear more interesting background that I had not heard before. Like how

Esther first started to tune in, after nine months of meditation that just felt like numbness in the very

best sense of the word....anyway...I felt annoyed by the Dr. Anyone else?

An okay book wasn't too thrilled with it I bought it thinking there would be deeper conversation about

spirit and consciousness not about Wayne Dyers lLove Abraham, following for 20 years not her/they

greatest book.
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